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ISSUES IN JEWISH CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE
vhju kjr ,arsn rbnx

A]

INTRODUCTORY ISSUES

1) Science and Torah both come from Hashem and to the extent that they are talking about the same thing they
should not contradict
2) Historically, up to about 600 years ago there was no perceived intrinsic conflict between science and Torah - physics
and metaphysics - see Rambam, Ralbag etc. What caused the split? Roger Bacon (13C England) and the scientific
emphasis on empiricism - that science can only deal with observable phenomena in the natural world - to the
exclusion of logic, metaphysics etc. This puts modern science and Torah on two different agendas
3) If there an apparent clash between science and Torah there are 3 basic approaches to deal with this:(i) maybe we have misunderstood the science. We must never regard science as an absolute against which Torah must
be made to fit. Much (although probably not all) 20C science will be overturned by the end of the 21C;
(ii) maybe we have misunderstood the Torah. Assume that Torah is MUCH more sophisticated than you think!
(iii) maybe they are both correct but are looking at different questions - science is ‘how’, Torah is ‘why’. They are
working on different levels of reality
4) The basic premise of science - that there are consistent rules of nature and the search to harmonize them and
ultimately find a Grand Unified Theory (uniting quantum theory and gravitational theory) - stems from a basic Jewish
monotheistic premise - the Unity of Hashem. Polytheism sees the universe as chaotic conflicting forces. Judaism sees
conflicts and contradictions as superficial only. Underpinning them are ever simpler foundations ultimately emanating
from one stem - the Etz Hachaim
5) It is remarkable that not only does the universe work in a consistent and predictable way but its methodology is
accessible to the human brain through mathematics. Man and the universe appear to be on the same ‘wavelength’ such
that cracking the codes of reality is sufficiently complex to attract the greatest human brains and yet simple enough for
them to succeed enough to keep them interested!

B]

CAN WE JUST IGNORE THE THEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE?

1) Some science is based on readily observable and predictable phenomena. It is highly unlikely that this will ever be
overturned - e.g. that science will in the future decide that the earth is flat and is the center of the universe. However,
Newtonian physics works in the observable world but has been found to be inapplicable on a subatomic level and we
cannot ever say that science will not discover more fundamental principles which contradict today’s standard models
2) Some science is much more theoretical. It should be treated more carefully and with a strong caveat that it may well
be overturned in future years
3) Historically, most Torah authorities, including modern thinkers such as R. Yosef Ber Soloveitchik have seen Torah and
science as two entirely separate fields and have therefore not felt the need to reconcile them.
4) However, others have felt that it was incumbent upon us to try and explain how science and Torah fit together e.g.
(i) Rav S.R. Hirsch (19C Germany) shows how the then-new sciences of evolution and geology could be reconciled with
Torah even though he was skeptical of them. He states that if they became accepted by the scientific community we
would be obliged to try to understand them in light of Torah
(ii) One of the greatest philosophical battles between Western (Greek) and Jewish philosophies over the last 3000 years
is the Platonic position of kadmut haolam (the eternity of the matter comprising the universe) -vs- the Torah position of
briat haolam. The Greeks and all Western science up to the mid 20C believed that the universe had no beginning but
was eternally old. The Jews believed in creation ex nihilo: a point of creation from nothing.
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(Today the entire scientific world has come to accept the Big Bang Theory which moves the Western thinking
substantially closer to Jewish thought, although not entirely, since science still tries to explain the causation of the Big
Bang within whatever laws of physics existed at that time).
The Rambam entirely rejects kadmut haolam and write at length in Moreh Nevuchim disproving it. However he also
writes:-

1.

If, however, we accepted the Eternity of the Universe in accordance with Plato ... we would not be in opposition to the
fundamental principles of our religion; ... The Scripture might have been explained accordingly and many expressions might
have been found in the Bible and in other writings which would confirm and support this theory. But there is no necessity for
this expedient as long as the theory has not been proved.
Moreh Nevuchim 2:25

5) If people are not bothered by questions (either due to firm emuna or willful or unwillful ignorance) it is inappropriate
to introduce them to such questions, even if we feel there that there are satisfactory answers. On the other hand,
ignoring or suppressing questions or conflicts that people already have is intellectually dishonest and ultimately
counterproductive.

2.

When I have a difficult subject before me - when I find the road narrow and can find no other way of teaching a well
established truth except by pleasing one intelligent man and displeasing ten-thousand fools - I prefer to address myself to the
one man, and take no notice whatever of the condemnation of the multitude. I prefer to extricate the intelligent man from his
embarrassment and show him the cause of his perplexity, so that he may attain perfection and be at peace.
Moreh Nevuchim - preface

C]

EVIDENCE FOR AN ANCIENT UNIVERSE

1) The Torah states that Adam Harishon was created 5771 years ago and the creation of the rest of the universe took 6
days before that. Thus the age of the universe is 5771 years + 6 days.
2) Scientists are unanimous that the universe is much older than that. Estimates vary from between 10 and 20 billion
years. This date is not arrived at through a theoretical construct but by observable evidence from a variety of sources
which all validate this estimate.
3) The evidence includes:(i) The observable existence of galaxies billions of light years away. Assuming the constancy of the speed of light, these
galaxies existed billions of years ago
(ii) Radioactive dating of elements found in rocks, particularly using rubidium and strontium (Rb-87 decays into Sr-87
with a half-life of 47 billion years) When applied to rocks on the surface of the Earth, the oldest rocks are about 3.8
billion years old. When applied to meteorites, the oldest are 4.56 billion years old. This is understood to be the age of the
Solar System.
(iii) measuring the luminosity of old star clusters gives ages of around 12 billion years
(iv) measuring the cooling of white dwarf stars gives an age for our galaxy, the Milky Way of around 9.5 billion years
(v) On a more theoretical basis, the observable expansion of the universe (seen by red-shift in the more distance stars)
can be extrapolated using the Hubble Constant to a point of the original Big Bang about 15 billion years ago
(vi) Measured erosion and accumulation of rock and space dust on the moon indicate an age of around 4-4.5 billion
years
(vi) different eras evident from rock strata which show that different types of species existed at different times - fossils of
aquatic creatures in today’s mountain ranges, different dinosaurs at different times
(vii) dendochronology - tree rings - show chronologies gong back up to 12,000 years
(viii) ice cores (laid down every year) show layers going back over 100,000 years
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(ix) varve analysis - sediment layers laid down yearly at the base of lakes - show histories of tens of thousands and in
some cases millions of years
(x) Huge stalactites, stalagmites, and columns in the Carlsbad Caverns in New Mexico
(xi) Thickness of coral reefs
(xii) Reversals of the Earth’s magnetic poles as evidenced by Atlantic Sea bottom
(xiii) Erosion of the Grand Canyon

D]

APPROACH 1 - THE WORLD WAS MADE LOOKING OLD

This accepts the scientific analysis but claims that Hashem made the world to look in an an ‘adult’ state whereas in fact it
is only 5771 years old

3.

The argument from the discovery of fossils is by no means conclusive evidence of the great antiquity of the earth, for the
following reasons:
(a) In view of the unknown conditions which existed in "prehistoric" times, conditions of atmospheric pressures,
temperatures, radio-activity, unknown catalyzers, etc., etc. as already mentioned, conditions that is, which could have caused
reactions and changes of an entirely different nature and tempo from those known under the present day orderly processes of
nature, one cannot exclude the possibility that dinosaurs existed 5722 years ago, and became fossilized under terrific natural
cataclysms in the course of a few years rather than in millions of years, since we have no conceivable measurements or criteria
of calculations under those unknown conditions.
(b) Even assuming that the period of time which the Torah allows for the age of the world is definitely too short for fossilization
(although I do not see how one can be so categorical), we can still readily accept the possibility that God created ready fossils,
bones or skeletons (for reasons best known to Him), just as He could create ready living organisms, a complete man, and such
ready products as oil, coal, or diamonds, without any evolutionary process. As for the question, if it be true as above (b) why
did God have to create fossils in the first place? The answer is simple: We cannot know the reason why God chose this manner
of creation in preference to another, and whatever theory of creation is accepted, the question will always remain unanswered.
The question, Why create a fossil? Is no more valid than the question, Why create an atom? Certainly, such a question cannot
serve as a sound argument, much less as a logical basis, for the evolutionary theory.
Rabbi Menachem M. Schneersohn, A letter on Science and Judaism

(shn hrp iugyk vhv hutr - hrp .g ubhhvu - h"ar) utrcb i,nuec ,hatrc vagn kf :huk ic gauvh hcr rnts

4.

/th vbav atr

The Gemara states that the creation was made in a fully mature state. The tree had mature fruit and, presumably,
pre-existing tree rings

;t iugna rc t"rt /trcb u,thkn kg okug 'rpug rnut iunhx rc h"r 'rpg /// vº¨n¨s£t¨vi¦n rpg o¨s¨t¨v,¤t oheO¡t $v r&mh°H³u
utrcb vba ohrag hbcf vuju ost ibjuh hcr rnt ',trcb v,thkn kg vuj

5.

z:sh varp vcr ,hatrc
The Medrash learns from the word ‘afar’ (‘ofer’ is a poetic expression for a young man) that Adam and Chava were
created as adults aged 20
This argument has been put by R. Avigdor Miller and the last Lubavitcher Rebbe. If Adam was created with a
non-existent past, so too the universe was created with a billions of year-old non-existent past, including fossils of
animals that never existed.

Questions on this approach
(i) Adam obviously could not be created as a new-born or indeed as an embryo. But why should G-d try to fool us with
pretend fossils?
(ii) If one says it is a test of faith, why is it a test when the fossils can be explained in other ways (see below)
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(iii) There is a principle that the world was not created to fool us. On the contrary, we are meant to see emet through
the Creation

trc tka reav ,shnn .uj unkugc v"cev trc kfv

6.

d varp tyuz uvhkt - uvhkt hcs tb,

Chazal state that the midda of Sheker - falsehood - was not created in this world

,nt tuv lurc ausev ka un,uj :tbhbj hcr rnts

7.
/vb ,ca

Hashem’s ‘seal’ is truth
(iv) How far does this argument go?
• Did Hashem draw the cave-paintings which are 10,000 yrs old or create light on its way to earth which looked as
though it had started its journey billions of years earlier?
• What about civilizations that appear to have existed between 6000 and 5000 years ago. Were these people given false
memories of previous centuries. This would mean that Hashem was creating false information in the minds of men even
after briat haolam
• If the world was created 5771 years ago with a false history, maybe the world was created 5 minutes ago to look as
though it had a history etc. Some answer this that 5 mins is arbitrary but 5771 years is not. It is the literal explanation
of the pesukim which is certainly a valid approach.
(v) Although this is not a reason to automatically reject it as a true theory, its origin is in the writings of Christian
theologian Philip Gosse Omphalos: An Attempt to Untie the Geological Knot (1857) and has no basis in classic Jewish
sources. It must be noted that Christians have no way to understand the Biblical text other than fundamentalist or
rejectionist. We have access to an Oral Tradition

E]

APPROACH 2 - THE 6 DAYS OF CREATION RAN AT A DIFFERENT SPEED

This approach is adopted by Rav Shimon Schwab (20C Germany/America) and the Leshem (Rav Eliashiv’s grandfather late 19C early 20C Jerusalem). It proposes that before the creation of Man on day 6 the world did not run at the same
pace. In fact, although the six days of creation were indeed six 24 hr periods, the world ran at a such a speed as would
take billions of years by our current reckoning. As such the world really is 5771 years old but just squeezed a lot into the
first 6 days.

Questions on this approach
(i) How could everything speed up without destroying life e.g. from atoms and radiation moving at a billion times normal
speed? Rav Schwab answers that the whole system was speeded up together and so could function.
(ii) If so, then when everything speeds up, there is no external fixed reference point to measure 6 ‘days’ . Rav Schwab
answers that the Creation Light created at the start was the fixed rising and setting of the 6 days. Everything else was
accelerated within that.

F]

APPROACH 3 - THE 6 DAYS ARE 6 REAL DAYS AND YET 15 BILLION YEARS AT THE
SAME TIME

Building on the analysis of Rav Schwab, Dr. Gerald Schroeder has produced a theory based on the theory of relativity that the passage of time will differ depending on velocity and gravity. So too each day of creation was a 24 hr day from
the perspective of the Creator of the expanding universe at that time.
However from our perspective in a fully enlarged universe these 24 hr periods look much longer. This is similar to
drawing a 1cm line on a deflated balloon. When the balloon is gradually inflated the same line may be 5, then 10, then
20 cm long. Using the scientific calculations for the expansion of the universe and gravitational forces, Dr Schroeder
comes to the following:
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Day 1 = 24 hrs = 8 billion yrs
Day 2 = 24 hrs = 4 billion yrs
Day 3 = 24 hrs = 2 billion yrs
Day 4 = 24 hrs = 1 billion yrs
Day 5 = 24 hrs = 0.5 billion yrs
Day 6 = 24 hrs = 0.25 billions yrs
6 days = 6x24 hrs = 15.75 billion yrs

Questions on this approach
(i) it is not found in any Torah sources
(ii) Problems (iii), (iv) and (v) in I] below still need to be answered
See http://torahexplorer.com/genesis-and-the-big-bluff/ for a review and critique of Dr Schroeder’s approach

G]

APPROACH 4 - THE WORLD LOOKS OLD BECAUSE OF THE CATACLYSM OF THE FLOOD

Some approaches, especially of 19C writers like the Malbim and the Netziv, sought to explain fossils as a consequence of
the cataclysm of the Flood. They represent creatures alive before the flood which were subsequently killed and the
bones were fossilized under intense pressure and extreme conditions in a few years instead of millions. Some suggest
that the tilt of the world’s axis shifted after the flood.

8.

df:z ,hatrc o"hckn

The Malbim (19C) understands that the reasons for the apparent age of the Universe is the cataclysm of the flood

9.

cf:j ,hatrc kg o"hckn

The Malbim (19C) also attributes the discovery of paleolithic finds and apparent major world climate shifts to the
changing world axis at the time of the flood
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10.

df vsb ,uhj ."hrvn haushj

The Maharitz Chayot here considers how the geological process of mountain formation can be seen in the pesukim
Questions on this approach
(i) There is no scientific basis for a suggesting that bones could be fossilized in a few years or that the earth shifted axis
in this way. It may have been reasonable in 19C scientific terms but any attempt today to bridge the gap between
science and creation must be based on modern scientific thinking.
However, it DOES indicate a willingness to try and grapple with these issues based on the science of the day and not to
try and simply ignore the problem

H]

APPROACH 5 - THERE WERE WORLDS PRIOR TO OUR CREATION

This approach is adopted by Rav Ariyeh Kaplan. It brings from classical source to show that the present world may be
5771 years old but there were billions of years of prior ‘worlds’ before ours.

truc vhva snkn uvct r"t /ifk osue ohbnz rsx vhva itfn /crg hvhu tkt 'itf ch,f iht crg hvh iunhx rc h"rt
kf ,t ohvkt trhu uvct wrs vhngy xjbp r"t /hk ihhbv tk iuv,h 'hk ihhbv ihs rnt /ukt ,t trca sg 'ichrjnu ,unkug
/hk ihhbv tk iuv,h 'hk ihhbv ihs stn cuy vbvu vag rat

11.

z:d varp vcr ,hatrc

‘And it was evening and it was morning” is taken by Chazal to indicate that there were many worlds in existence prior to
our world, which Hashem subsequently destroyed. Rabbeinu Bachya on Bereishit 1:3 states that this accounts for the
mention of the Torah existing 2000 years before the universe

ivn ,jt kfcu, ,jt ogp vyhna kfc ohngp vgca unkug v"cev asjh hf znr, ,uyhna gca ov ohba ,u,ca gca
if hrjtu 'i,ut rhzjh hf ,unabvn curj rtah hghcav ouh ,ukg,vc hf 'vhbpkan vfrc ,gpavu vcuy ,pxu, vhv,
vhrjtu vyna thv vnmg y"n ,bau /vtnuyu tnvuz tkcu grv rmh tkc ,uasj ,unab ghpavk asj okug vhvh
ohanjv ,bac kcuhv

12.

j:vf trehu hybtehr

In an idea also found in the Ramban and R’ Bachya, the Recanti adopts the concept of recurring cycles of creation,
destruction and renewal
Furthermore the pre-creation time is on a different scale entirely, as we see in Iyov 10:5

:r&c²d h¥nh9F Wh¤,Ib§Jo¦t Wh¤n²h JIb¡t h¥nh9f£v

13.
v:h cuht

curj sju tnkg uuv hba hpkt ,ha :tbhye cr rnt

14.

/zm ihrsvbx

Chazal tell us that our world exists in a Sabbatical Cycle of 7000 years - 6000 of life and 1000 of destruction
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The Sefer Hatemuna - a kabalistic work attributed to the 1C Tanna R. Nechunia ben Hakana states that there is in fact a
larger Sabbatical cycle of 7 lots of 7000 years. According to some authorities we are in the seventh such cycle thus there
were 42,000 ‘years’ before our world came into being. Rav Yitzchak ben Shmuel of Acco (12C kabbalist) states that all
pre-creation years are Divine ‘years’. How long is a Divine ‘year’?

ub,bau /ouhf lhbhgc vba ;kt hf wba ubka vba ;kt v"cev ka unuh hf gs /stn unhkgvk hutra kusd sux cu,fk h,htr
vkgn ka oh,bau /ubka vba b"ru vba ohpkt ,anju vba ;kt ,utn wd ov vkgn ka vbav f"t /ouh ghcru ohnh v"xa
v"xu ,utn wd vba kfa 'vba ;kt y"n sg kupfu tm kupfu tm v,gn /ubka ohba e",u vba ;kt v"fu vba ;kt ,utn wz ov
vbv ///u"knfac /wv ,urucd kknh hn tuvv ouhc usck wv cdabu a"nf ubka vba ;kt tuv vkgn ka ouh kfu 'ouh ghcru ouh
,utur ubhbhg

15.

ufg ins ejmh crv ,tn ohhjv rmut

:vk±hKCc v¨rUn§J©t±u r«cGg³h h9F kIn§,¤t oIhHF Wh®bhJgHC oh°b¨J ;&k¤t h9F

16.

s:m erp ohkv,

The passuk in tehillim states that one day to Hashem is like 1,000 years to us. Thus the mekubalim state that since our
year is 365.25 days, each Divine year is 1000 x 365.25= 365,250 years
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan suggested that if this idea is put together with the 42,000 Divine years of the Sabbatical Cycle it
comes out that our world is 42,000 x 365,250 years old i.e. 15,340,500,000 - around 15 billion, which is the age
suggested by science.

17.

I am sure that many will find this highly controversial. However it is important know that this opinion exists in our classical
literature; moreover that one of the most important kabbalists of 7 centuries ago calculated the age of the universe and came
to the same conclusion as modern science
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan - Immortality, Resurrection and the Age of the Universe pp. 9-10

The general approach, if not the kabalistic calculations, that dinosaurs are remnants of past destroyed world is also
supported by the Tiferet Yisrael - Rav Yisrael Lifschitz (1782-1860) and Rav S.R. Hirsch

Questions on this approach
(i) R. Yitzchak of Ako who calculates the Divine Years does not hold that we are in the seventh Sabbatical cycle but the
second! So the calculation of 15 billion only works by mixing different opinions in ways which may not be possible
(ii) The whole concept of Sabbatical Cycles is not accepted by many kabbalists
(iii) The Neztiv (Haemek Davar Bereishit 7:23) points out that Chazal state that these prior world were destroyed - so
how could traces remain in dinosaur bones
(iv) R Dovid Tzvi Hoffman (late 19C early 20C Germany) objects on the grounds that, according to this theory, the
billions of years happened before our creation, then there were 6 cataclysmic days when all the event of Ma’aseh
Bereishit happened, then 5770 normal years. There is no evidence for such a cataclysm.

I]

APPROACH 6 - THE 6 DAYS ARE REALLY LONGER PERIODS

When the Torah says ‘days’ could it mean longer periods, even billions of years?

rIS ;&k¤tHk v²U9m rc¨S I,h¦rHC okIgHk rCf²z

18.

j:ve ohkv,

According to Tehillim, Torah was commanded to the “1000th generation”
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'utrcb tku okugv trcba osue ,utrchvk uynuea ,urus gcrtu ohgcau ,utn ga, ukt :shxjv iugna hcr rnt 'thb,
rusca ohbp hzg iv ivu 'rusu rus kfc ik,au tuv lurc ausev sng

19.
:dh vdhdj

According to Chazal these were the 974 generations which were intended to exist before the creation of Man but were not
created

uhva ost hbcv k"r '(Pre-Adamite) t"kc igyhngstprp t"rp ihtreba ousev okugc uhva ost hbcv i,uta s"gpku
,thrc osue ohtrcb uhva 'vdhdju ,cac urfzba ,urus s"ge,,v iv iv 'hhuafgv iuatrv ost ,thrc ouse okugc
hh,gv okugv

20.

ihrsvbx ;ux ktrah ,rtp, kgck ohhjv rut aurs

The Tiferet Yisrael (19C) in an essay at the end of his classical commentary on the Mishnah understands that the 974
generations were humanoid but ‘pre-Adamite’

21.

Adam was merely the first human being created in the latest cycle. According to these opinions, it would seem that Man
already had the physical and mental capacities that we possess as early as 974 generations before Adam, or some 25,000
years ago
Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan - Immortality, Resurrection and the Age of the Universe pp. 21

v²H©j J&p®bHk o¨s¨t¨v h¦v±h³u oh°H©j ,©n§J°b uhP©tHC jCP°H³u v¨n¨s£t¨v i¦n rpg o¨s¨t¨v ,¤t oh¦vO¡t $v r&mh°H³u

22.

z:c ,hatrc

Adam was created from two sources - (i) dust from the ground and (ii) the Breath of G-d

ostv hvhu ouen kfn /(j 'ck cuht) obhc, hsa ,nabu urntf '"ohvkt okm" kcek ,bfun ,hbuhj apb /ohhj ,nab uhptc jphu
,unsu okmc trcba sg ',rcsn h,kc 'sckc "vhj" vz kf og vhv /vhj apbk

23.

oa ubrupx

Seforno (Italy 16C) understands that before Man could receive the Tzelem Elokim and become truly human, he first had
to be prepared by the infusion of the Breath of G-d - a life force which gave intelligence. Nevertheless, he still remained
a Nefesh Chaya until the Tzelem Elokim was given

24.

ours ovrct r ka p og - crv sxun ,tmuv oa ubrupx

See this commentary on the Seforno who understands that this pre-Tzelem state of proto-Man was before he was taken
into Gan Eden

odp vzc vhv tk, vzv okugv osue ohcr ,unkugu iunse hkuhvc ,usuvku ihntvk vru, kgc lrymn vhv otu
.jbu ost ostv ,kj,u gush inzn asj tuv vzv okugv hf, u,buntc

25.

zx ,ut t rntn hrzufv rpx

The Kuzari state that belief in a physical existence prior to the Creation of Adam and Noach is not a flaw in the Jewish
concept of Emunah (although he does not state such a belief to be correct)
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vaa uhvu 'ohgdru ,ugan ohrcujn 'ann ohnh .rtvu ohnav ,thrcc uhv ,hatrc vagnc ohrfzbv ohnhv hf 'gsu
tren ka uyuapf 'vagnv hnh ,aaf

26.

d euxp t erp ,hatrc i"cnr

The Ramban states unequivocally that the 6 days of creation are actual days

s¨j¤t oIh r¤e«ch¦v±h³u c¤r&gh¦v±h³u vk±hk t¨r¨e Q¤J«jCk±u oIºh rItk oheO¡t t¨r§e°H³u

27.

v:t ,hatrc

However it is clear that the Torah uses the word day in different ways - here in the same passuk it means the hours of
light and then the full day

o°h¨n¨J±u .¤r¤t oheO¡t $v ,I«aGg oIhHC o¨t§rC¦vHC .¤r¨t¨v±u o°h©n¨S©v ,IsHkI, v&K¥t

28.

s:c ,hatrc

Here the Torah refers to the ‘day’ on which Hashem created the world. Which day is this? Rashi says it refers to the
first day. But Rav Avraham ben HaRambam explains it to mean the period of the six days of creation. He explains that
‘day’ can mean an extended period of time. He refers to a passuk in Devarim

:o&fh¥,«c£tCk $v gCC§J°br¤J£t .¤rº¨t¨v,¤t o¤T§J¦rh°u o¤,tcU o¤,h9c§rU iUh§j¦T iCg©nHk ,I«aGgCk iUr§n§J¦T oIH©v W±UCm§n h9f«b¨t r¤J£t v²uHm¦N©vkF

29.

t:j ohrcs

When the Torah refers to mitzvot that Hashem is teaching ‘hayom’ - today - it means over the whole 40 years in the
desert
Rav Eli Munk (Paris mid 20C) writes that until day 4 there was no sun in the sky and, as such, there can be no meaning
to a 24 hour day on days 1,2 and 3. But were days 4,5 and 6 real 24 days?

ouhc ihc sjh ohbuatrv laujvu rutv uana ,hatrc hnh ,gcac kct 'iuatrv rutv zbdban - vkhkv ihcu ouhv ihc khscvk
:vkhkc ihcu

30.

sh euxp t erp ,hatrc h"ar

Rashi points out (Bereishit 1:14) that the time system of all 6 days of creation was the same. So there are grounds to say
that each of the 6 days was not 24 hrs

31.

In many places and especially in the Zohar it is proven that the expression ‘day’ as it appears in the account of creation is not
to be understood as an ordinary human day of 24 hours but rather the intent is to the day of G-d which lasts 1000 years - that
is to say a day that lasts for an undefined length of time
Rabbi Dovid Tzvi Hoffman - Commentary to Genesis p48

Questions on this approach
(i) R. Shimon Schwab asks - if the first 6 days were really aeons, how can it be that the first Shabbat was a real day so
as to give us our current Shabbat. Some answer that we can never understand precisely how ‘G-d rested on the seventh
day’ and that we count days differently afterwards (R. Dovid Tzvi Hoffman)
(ii) We do not see any indication in the Rishonim of 6 days being 15 billion years (although we do see that a day means
more than 24 hrs)
(iii) The Torah does not say ‘6 days’ but ‘and it was evening, and it was morning’. If a days is millions of years, what do
‘evening’ and ‘morning’ mean
(iv) Even if the days are billions of years, there are events in the creation which have no clear correlation to the scientific
understanding e.g. what is the ‘rakia’ on day 2? What is the water above and below the rakia.
(v) The order of creation in Bereishit does not correspond to the scientific understanding e.g. the sun and moon were
placed in position on day four after vegetation and trees. (Some have tried to explain that day four is not the placement
of the sun but the fixing of the lengths of the orbits or the transparency of the atmosphere)
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Day 1 - Heavens, Earth, Water, Light

-

14 billion yrs ago: Big Bang

Day 2 - Firmament separating waters

-

4.5 billion yrs ago: Formation of Earth (day
1) and moon and sun (day 4)

Day 3 - Dry land, vegetation, trees

-

500 million years ago (“mya”): Fish (day 5)
438 mya: Land plants (day 3)
434 mya: Land insects (day 6)

Day 4 - Sun, moon, stars

-

400 mya: Flying Insects (day 5)
360 mya: Trees (day 3)

Day 5 - Fish, birds and flying insects

-

300 mya: Land reptiles (day 6)
200 mya: Land mammals (day 6)

Day 6 - Land mammals, insects and reptiles

-

150 mya: Birds (day 2)

Some have tried to make them fit but such interpretations risk becoming speculative or forced

J]

APPROACH 7 - THE 6 ‘DAYS’ ARE NOT MEANT TO BE CHRONOLOGICAL AT ALL!

:.¤r¨t¨v ,¥t±u o°h©n¨S©v ,¥t oh¦vO¡t t¨rC ,h¦Jt¥rHC
32.
t euxp t erp ,hatrc
,hatr (cf j hkan) ,treba vru,v khcac k"z ubh,ucr uvuarsa unf 'hbars tkt rnut vzv trenv iht - trc ,hatrc
ohna ,thrc ,hatrc uvarp lf uyuapf uarpk ,tc otu /u,tuc, ,hatr (d c vhnrh) utreba ktrah khcacu 'ufrs
ota 'unse ukta rnuk vthrcv rsx ,uruvk trenv tc tku /rut hvh ohvkt rnthu laju uvcu uv, v,hv .rtvu .rtu
/////wudu ohnav ,t trc vbuatrc cu,fk uk vhv 'lf ,uruvk tc

33.

t:t ,hatrc h"ar

uuymba vbuatr vumn thva 'ofk vzv asujvn (c:ch ,una) tkt vru,v ,t khj,vk lhrm vhv tk ejmh hcr rnt - ,hatrc
,unut urnth ota 'ohud ,kjb ovk ,,k ungk shdv uhagn jf (u:the ohkv,) ouan ',hatrcc j,p ogy vnu 'ktrah vc
vb,bu vtrc tuv 'thv v"cev ka .rtv kf ovk ohrnut ov 'ohud vgca ,umrt o,acfa 'o,t ohyxk ktrahk okugv
:ubk vb,bu ovn vkyb ubumrcu ovk vb,b ubumrc 'uhbhgc rah ratk

34.

t euxp t erp ,hatrc h"ar

In a famous Rashi, we see that the Torah is NOT coming to give a chronology of physical creation but an account of
moral creation - WHY the world was created and not HOW!
The Rambam in Moreh Nevuchim (2:30) explains that all creation happened in the first instant (also the view of Rashi
and Ramban) and the 6 days were a process of distinguishing one thing from the other. The Abarbanel (Spain 15C)
gives an explanation of the Rambam’s view (although he strongly disagrees with it!)
35.

The Rambam believed that there were not separate creative acts on 6 days but rather everything was created on one day in a
single instant. In the work of Creation there is mention of ‘6 days’ to indicate the different levels of created beings according
to their natural hierarchy; not that there were actual days, nor that there was a chronological sequence to that which was
created in the acts of Genesis ..... This is the view of the Rambam which he considered as one of the major secrets of the
Creation. He tried to conceal this view ..... but ... other commentators .... uncovered his secret and publicized his view.
Abarbanel, Commentary on Bereishit, pp10-11

The Rambam and the Ralbag explain Bereishit not as a physical description of the creation of the universe but as a
theological description of the relative orders of species and creations in the spiritual world.
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vaa uhvu 'ohgdru ,ugan ohrcujn 'ann ohnh .rtvu ohnav ,thrcc uhv ,hatrc vagnc ohrfzbv ohnhv hf 'gsu
vhuv kgup rntn kf hf 'iuhkgn ,ukumtv ,urhpxv "ohnh" utreh ihbgv ,uhnhbpcu :tren ka uyuapf 'vagnv hnh ,aaf
rusxc aurhpvu /ovc xp,b "ouh" oa iht ,ubuatrv hf 'vrag ohrntnvu 'vrucdvu vkusdv wvk hf 'vaa uhvu /"ouh" tre,
:kusdv ohv in vpyn ,ujp uc ubh,gsu 'okgbu cdab vzc ohcu,fv

36.

d euxp t erp ,hatrc i"cnr

After explaining that the 6 days are 6 real 24-hr days, the Ramban then goes on to explain that what is being described
in Bereishit is a deep mystical idea, not a simple physical act

37.

All that the Torah recounts of matters relating to the period before the completion of creation is conveyed to us by Moshe from
the mouth of G-d in terms of concepts which we can grasp. Just as one attempts to give a blind man some idea of that which
he cannot see by making use of analogies with the sense of touch and so forth, so does the Torah present to us that which is
essentially spiritual in a material guise, with some points of similarity and analogy to the spiritual message, so that we may be
able to grasp it to the best of our ability
We see from this [explanation of the Ramban] that in the simple meaning of the text - that which is conveyed to us in
accordance with our own conceptual capacity - we are to understand actual days made up of hours and minutes. But in its
real essence, that is to say in its inner meaning, the text has quite a different connotation. It refers to the 6 sefiros, which are
modes of revelation of the divine conduct of the world. Only for our benefit does Scripture present them to us in the form of 6
days. As for the relevance of the six days in the their allusion to the six modes of revelation - this is something sublime and
concealed from us, as the Ramban says ....
Michtav Me’Eliyahu Vol II p151

Ma’aseh Bereishit is a deep mystical concept and to trivialise it by trying to fit it with science, is, ultimately, a
unnecessary exercise

38.

Creation, by definition, is outside our world and outside our frame of thought. If time exists only as a mode of our thought,
then the act of creation is necessarily non-temporal - “above time”. Every non-temporal act is interpreted in our frame of
thought as an infinite time-sequence. This is the reason why creation is interpreted by scientists as a process of evolution
extending over vast aeons of time.
Since creation does not take place in time, we must ask why the Torah describes it as taking 6 days. The answer is that the
Torah wishes to teach us a lesson in relative values.
values Everything has value only in relation to its spiritual content. Vast physical
masses and vast expanses of space and time are of little significance if their spiritual content is small. The whole physical
universe exists as an environment to the spiritual life of the human being; this is its spiritual content. When interpreting
non-temporal creation in temporal terms, the Torah deliberately contracts the time-scale compared with that which presents
itself to the scientist, in order to convey to us the relative insignificance of the material creation compared with the spiritual
stature of man
Rav Dessler, Collected Essays and Notes, London 5719 n.33

39.

Everyone knows that here, if anywhere, is the realm of parable, allegory and allusion. In these most profound matters people
are willing to accept that the true meaning lies on the mystical plane, far above what is apparent to the superficial eye. .....
People do find difficulty however in holding within one spiritual context two apparently conflicting approaches to creation. On
the one hand, there are their previous simpler, and in a sense less demanding, thought-patterns in which creation is
characterized by sudden discontinuities. On the other, there is the unfamiliar, but increasingly popular, conception of the
gradual unfolding of all things within an evolutionary context.
.... The essential need of the hour is therefore an educational effort to propagate the broader view, the grander and more
refined conception that we have alluded to above. The coarser-textured faith, in the unrefined form in which it is so often
presented, can no longer maintain its position
Rav Avraham Isaac Hacohen Kook - Orot Hakodesh p559
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Before we open the Torah however, let us consider how to read it. As a subject of philological or antiquarian research? As
corroboration for antediluvian or geological hypotheses? In the expectation of finding revelations of esoteric mysteries?
Certainly not! As Jews we will read this book, as a book tendered to us by God in order that we learn from it about what we are
and what we should be during our earthly existence. We will read it as Torah - literally instruction - directing and guiding us
within G-d’s world and among humanity, making our inner self come alive
Rav S.R. Hirsch - 19 Letters, Letter 2

